THE PROMPT
March 2013
CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE:
I have been hearing great things about the Panto and many congratulations to
everyone involved, particularly Pam Furnish, the Director, who has to be one of the
hardest working directors ever. I just wish that I could have been there!
It was a huge challenge for us to use the Princess Pavilion and we are assessing
how it went. Your feedback would be gratefully received. We will be including a
report in the next Prompt.
We had very ambitious plans for the One Act Festival – a play called Harlequinade
by Terence Rattigan. Despite great enthusiasm there was simply not enough people
able to take part so we have had to cancel. This is always disappointing but we shall
see what we can do another year.
As I come to the end of my Chairship of CDDG I am becoming a bit sad and
reflective – it has been a great journey but it is time for ‘fresh blood’ to co-ordinate
the next few years. Anyway more of that in the next Prompt – my final blast!!
All the best
Aline

Presentation of our cheque to Jill & Brian the reps from Leukaemia &
Lymphoma Research.
This was our donation from “Calendar Girls” and the presentation took place
in P.W.V.H on Sunday 3rd March.

KARNON KIDZ KORNER:
Sam and Jason are delighted to announce that Oklahoma was cast 24th
February and amazingly, even though all the children said they couldn't do a
southern accent every audition was done with an accent, which truly put the cat
amongst the pigeons.
The decisions proved to be very difficult and as a reflection to the quality none were
unanimous. The team are delighted with our cast we of course still have space for
the odd cowboy or farmhand if you missed auditions.
On another note does anyone have or know where to get hold of a pot bellied stove
and an old hurricane lamp to decorate the set?
Please call the info line or more information or if you can help. 08454 500296.
Linda

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
Don’t forget this will be held on Thursday 25th April at Perranarwortthal Village hall. 7 for
7.30pm.
There is still time to send in your nominations for our two annual awards ie: The Mike
Hewitt trophy for an adult member and The Wilhelmina Groom trophy for a junior
member. See last newsletter for details. Nominations and reason for nomination to reach
me before 31st March. editor@carnondownsdrama.co.uk. Ed:
All for now folks., but don’t forget the clocks go forward at end of this month.
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